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Why choose the International Project Management Commission™ and American Academy of Project Management®?

The IPMC and AAPM® are the world’s fastest growing project management graduate society, standards institute, and certifying board, with members in over 100 countries. The IPMC and AAPM offer the prestigious MPM® CIPM ® & PME™ Designations and also offers other management designation such as: CEC™, CHRA™, MQM™, CPRM™, and MCP™. The International Project Management Commission and the American Academy of Project Management® Accreditation Council have joined forces to recognize the best in global education that is qualified for certification....

“Our certifications designations are held by Leaders in Government, Fortune 100 Companies, Consulting, Top Military, Technology Companies and & many more...”

AAPM’s qualifications are recognized and listed on the New York Times Management Certifications for over 5 years and disclosed on the Department of Education Training List.

“Government recognized and accredited education leading to a Graduate Certification and Designation”
Graduate credentials are undergoing a revolution globally. The applications of project management are widespread in government, military, construction, technology and more. The IPMC and AAPM Board of Standards was established by leader in the USA PM Industry looking to mandate government recognized and accredited education as a path for Management Certification. Thus, the AAPM ® is the first to require government recognized credentials and degrees as a Standard for membership and certification.

Rather than create broad designation for anybody who has completed high school, the IPMC has taken a graduate approach to our program design and created post-nominal designations and executive programs for college educated and graduate educated sector of project management professionals. As such, The IPMC training program and enrollment requirements ensures that each IPMC and AAPM Trained professional maintains the highest standard of demonstrated education and capability for a leadership or executive position in Project Management.

In the last few years, IPMC ™ and AAPM ® have had a meteoric rise in membership. We have expanded our operations globally with new alliances, training centers and operations in the UK, Asia, India, USA, Caribbean, Africa, Europe, and throughout the Middle East. Of course at home in the Americas, we are at the forefront of action with increased governmental and academic recognition from the likes of the University of California Silicon Valley, City University of New York, Queens College, AEDE Spain, Scottish Universities, The University of Atlanta and many more. The AAPM is also listed in the US Department of Education Registry and in many other authoritative registries. Graduate applications for the MPM Masters Certification and the CIPM international qualifications are now possible through more than 40 of the world’s leading government approved colleges and universities that offer Project Management related Graduate Degrees. Although it can take 2-4 years to complete a degree with one of our IPMC ™ recognized programs, we can offer an intensive Certification training from our alliance accredited law school program to groups that require certification. This Executive Certification Training Model is available on location, in-house, on away at pre-determined resorts as per a corporate request.

Membership growth is accelerating with members in 120+ countries. Our quickest growing regions internationally are in the EU, Latin America, Asia, India, the Middle-East and Africa. Our relationships with leading fortune 500 company executives & employees continues to be a key strategy in defining the practical direction of our programs as our corporate members or clients have identified key development needs for their staff and for time management.

Together we are truly “Leading the World in Graduate Project Management ™”

Cordially and Kindest Regards,

Professor Dr. Geo. Mentz
JD, MBA, MPM®, CIPM®
AAPM ® Board of Standards Worldwide, CEO
About the American Academy of Project Management® – Board of Standards™

The AAPM® American Academy of Project Management® was originally established in 1996 by the Founders Board of the Graduate Institute of Executive Leadership and Development which was a College Chartered Organization in America. The IPMC™ International Project Management Commission™ was originally established as a professional Board of Standards and Ethics for management consultants, marketing specialists, executives, professors, leadership analysts, and trained military. The Commission is also in direct alliance with the International Institute for Professional Analysts and the E-Business Institute which helped establish the Global e-Business Board. The IPMC™ currently recognizes nearly 12,000 Professors, Managers, PhDs, Government Employees, Scientists, Lawyers, Military, & PM Masters Degree Holders as executive members in over 120+ nations. The IPMC could be much larger, but we don’t accept candidates without college education or equivalency.

AAPM®/IPMC established its first overseas alliances in Europe, and from that point the membership has quickly grown to cover over 120 separate nations. Those members are supported through college and alliance offices in UK, Canada, Latin America, China, Singapore, Beijing, USA, Hong Kong, The Bahamas, Silicon Valley, and South Africa. As there had not been a graduate professional project manager organization specifically for Executives, Management, Team Leaders, MBAs, Military Officers, PhDs and accredited degree holders, The AAPM™ has met this need and become the organization of choice for highly educated individuals, leaders, and industry experts. This is because The IPMC™ and AAPM require an accredited college degree or equivalent for membership and certification. The AAPM receives its training license, sanction and authority from the IPMC™ International Project Management Commission™.

Officially expanding overseas in 2001, the CEC and the IPMC® International Operations operates with strategic representatives offices in UK, Singapore, Beijing and Cairo. The IPMC™ Global Board of Standards is Headquartered in the United States of America. The Board of Standards has sitting executive members from Hong Kong, Singapore, Philippines, Canada, EU, UK, South Africa, and many more locations. Furthermore, AAPM™ Board has several global certifications available for its membership which are the: CIPM™ Certified International Project Manager and MPM™ Master Project Manager i.e. The Masters Certification, and The PME™ Project Manager E-Business. The Board also offers certifications in Quality, Human Resources, and Risk Management. The AAPM™ is the regulatory body for the much sought after AAPM™ and CEC Designations and Credentials. The AAPM™ Executive Designation Programs provide the assurance that the holder has met the suggested criteria for graduate credentials set out in the US Supreme Court Decisions. Further, the AAPM board certification requires meeting 6 different levels of global criteria including ethics and our global body of standards which are the 1st Standards specifically based on the methodology used by government agencies and departments. Acceptance into the AAPM™ is a high distinction and requires the holder to possess a graduate level portfolio of skills and knowledge. Acceptance statistics are not high, and the designation when achieved is a high honor strictly for accredited degree holders or individuals with equivalent backgrounds.

AAPM’s mission is to serve its global membership and stakeholders as a world leader in educating and reinforcing the international knowledge of executives and potential leadership of institutions. AAPM™ now has representative offices in Colorado Springs, San Francisco, New York, L.A. AAPM™ mandates consent to high standards of professional conduct, and AAPM activities are International in nature and scope.
AAPM ® Certifications, Designations and Recognitions

IPMC ™ is delighted to have specific Graduate Designations listed on the Department of Education Websites for Training and Certification Institutions.

IPMC is currently recognized on the Dept. of Education official website where our certification standards and information is disclosed: Here are the AAPM Certifications:

- MPM ® Master Project Manager
- CIPM ® Chartered International Project Manager
- PME ™ Project Manager E-Business
- MQM ™ Master Quality Manager
- CPRM ™ Certified Project Risk Manager
- CHRA ™ Certified Human Resources Analyst
- CPE ™ Certified Planning Engineer
- MCP ™ Management Consulting Professional
- CEC ™ Certified E-Commerce Consultant
- CPC ™ Certified Project Consultant

Each of the IPMC ™ & American Academy of Project Management certifications, which are registered trademarks of the IPMC ™, can be used as a post-nominal designation either in its full form or in an abbreviated form.

  e.g. Dr. William Johannson, MPM®, CPE, PME
  John Lee, CIPM®, MCP, CHRA

The IPMC ™ is otherwise recognized by the American E-Commerce Association, The Department of Education, The Institute of E-Business Consultants, The Graduate Institute of Executive Leadership Development, & official listing in the project management registry ABDC.

AAPM ® Premier Designation Listing

MPM ® Master Project Manager™
Focus on advanced concepts, planning, leading, delegating, monitoring, evaluating, ethics, regulatory issues.

PME Project Management E-Business ©
A strategic project management technology course with an intensive coverage on innovative and high-powered graduate level technology management topics

CIPM ® Chartered International Project Manager™
One of IPMC’s most recognized designations; the CIPM focuses on the international project management, communications, planning, monitoring, ethical issues, and evaluating.

For a complete listing of both professional designations and graduate-level designations, please refer to the International Project Management Commission ™ website at www.aapm.info
www.certifiedprojectmanager.org
AAPM ® Certification Charters & Masters Qualifications

The American Academy of Project Management® offers a range of programs for the Industry, Senior Executives and Management, and Corporate professionals in the Middle-East and Asia. Programs can be taken individually as an 'Executive Charter or Certification' program or collectively to achieve a Masters Certification or International Diploma through one of our many accredited partners.

Some of these programs are offered in the public arena by partner providers such as our Alliance and Official Training Programs in: Silicon Valley, New York, Beijing, Cairo, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, India, Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore, United Kingdom, South Africa and more, but others are specifically designed for deployment in-house in a customized fashion.

Individual program units typically run for 4 or 5 days and require specific EDUCATIONAL prerequisites for entry, which vary depending on the award offered. The program details, by competency area, are classified as follows:

1. CIPM ® and the primary “generalist credential” for managers
2. PME as the Technology Based project management credential
3. MPM ® for Advanced Level Managers or Executives “Masters Certification”
4. Specialist Designations in: Risk-CPRM, Quality- MPM, Human Resources-CHRA, and E-business CEC ©

Awards are offered first and foremost by the IPMC ™ through the American Academy of Project Management ® Training Worldwide, however, The MPM ® Masters Certification can be gained by attending one of our 40+ recognized international degree programs. Other designations are also offered through our alliance with the “CEC” Institute of Certified E-Commerce Consultants and the GBM Graduate Board of Management Worldwide Board of Standards.

AAPM ® Board Certification Benefits

Benefits of Membership and Certification by AAPM ®

Gain recognition from professional education

- Use of AAPM ® Board Certified Designations after your name on your Business Card and on your Promotional Materials.
- Earn and Use the designations that illuminate your professional education, hard work, accredited education, and specializations.
- Protect your job by an independent, recognized and global society and authority
- Digital Competitiveness - You can add AAPM to your Online Resume & Improve your image and salary potential
- Handsome membership and Certification Documents suitable for framing shipped to you.
- Use of our AAPM Member CEC Job Tools and Job Board
- Use of the AAPM ¤ Research, Publications and Web Tools
- Ability to be listed on our employment certification verification web registry and possibly become a committee member.
- Possibility to earn further AAPM ® graduate certification or charter in areas of: Quality, Service/Process, HR, Marketing, and Planning.
AAPM® Board of Standards – Mission Statement

- Assist in the professional, executive training, and social development of project management professionals interested in planning, engineering, risk, human resources, IT, Service, Quality, Process, E-Business, Construction Management and more. This includes the perspectives of government planning, political-legal environmental issues; NGOs; and private enterprises.
- Promote and protect the integrity of the AAPM Membership, Training, Certifications, and Designations both nationally and globally.
- Provide a structure for interaction between members and the professional financial community, business executives, government Project Management officials, and Organizational Management and Project Management related academic professionals.
- Enhance employment opportunities for AAPM Members at all levels via networking, training, and outreach.
- To continue to grow internationally with specialized on-site executive training available at AAPM Approved training programs.

AAPM® CE Continuing Education

Members may complete one of the below or a combination to fulfill their annual requirements.

- Take this online AAPM Approved course in Project Management:
- The AAPM Approved Annual Congress counts for full CE Credit. This is a Full 2 day event that counts for 15 hours.
- Attendance of 15 or more hours of PM related education (2 days of training)
- 15 Hours of executive education from an accredited business school (i.e. one full graduate course would count)
- Publish an Article with the AAPM International Journal or other news venue
- Teach a PM course or Seminar and submit an email regarding your good faith teaching work.
- Attend an Approved Global Seminar
Advanced Standing and Dual qualifications issued with leading academic & professional partners

AAPM® IPMC has recognition extended to over 40 government recognized Project Management Programs Degree and Diploma Worldwide. If you graduate with a master’s degree from one of our recognized programs, you then qualify for DUAL credentials and certification from our Global Board of Standards. Feel free to consult with one of our directors if you have earned an accredited “project management degree” already.

For many of our Educational partners, our Board of Standards has voted to recognize their “Project Management Degree Training” as meeting the requirements for the Master Project Manager MPM™ “Masters Certification”.

Other Advanced Standing Observances that the AAPM Board and IPMC™ grants are below. If you meet one of these requirements, you may be eligible to apply for certification through our approved offices or receive advanced standing.

1. Any recognized accredited graduate degree in project management (Must be approved by a AAPM ® Director or listed in our Approved Degrees Section)
2. Any Masters degree with 7 or more years of PM Experience
3. Honorable discharge as an officer in the armed forces with PM experience in the military. (Advanced Standing which will allow for Fast Track Executive Training.)
4. Taught Project Management Courses as an Instructor, Trainer or Professor for more than 2 years.
5. Government License in a related field such as engineering or contracting and 5 or more years of PM Experience. (must also have a college degree).
6. PhD in Management, Organizational Behavior, or PM related subject.
7. Have other related management credentials, licenses or other along with 7 years of PM Experience. (Must be evaluated and approved by a Director)
8. Have any accredited undergraduate degree with 10 or more years of PM Experience
9. Complete any Government Sponsored project management certification program and hold any accredited degree with 5 or more years of Experience in PM.
10. Graduate from any of the AAPM© Approved or accredited masters degree programs in project management.
Project management is growing exponentially. It's now used in virtually all industries, such as: government, health care, telecom, IT, education and banking. Effective management is how these organizations streamline to improve productivity. As businesses are restructured, project managers take over many responsibilities. Expertise in project management is a source of security, prosperity and power to many companies. Here are the TCO Terminal Course Objectives and Standards that the AAPM Board has Approved for CIPM.

Course Objectives

By completing the Project Management Graduate Course, candidates will understand how to:

- Improve efficiency & productivity.
- Effectively organize and manage projects.
- Comprehend the project life cycle.
- Master the basic project management skills.
- Establish realistic objectives to stakeholder needs.
- Effectively implement dependable monitoring techniques.
- Better estimate project costs.
- Agree on realistic time schedules.
- Successfully pass the Project Management Professional (CIPM) exam.
Executive CIPM® - Standards Outline

1. Introduction
   a Definition of Project Management
   b Characteristics of Project Management

2. The Project Management Framework
   a Initiation
   b Planning
   c Execution
   d Control
   e Closing
   f Professional Responsibility

3. Project Management Knowledge Areas
   a Integration
   b Scope
   c Time Management Scheduling
   d Cost Control
   e Quality Management
   f Human Capital and Resources
   g Communication and Protocols
   h Risk and Disaster Preparation
   i Procurement

Prerequisites/Audience

There are no specific requirements for this course; however, if you plan to take the CIPM or MPM, you will need a Bachelor’s degree and (1 Year) of project management experience in addition to meeting the requirements.

The Project Management executive training program is designed for professionals seeking CIPM™ or MPM™ certification or for other business professionals seeking to improve their professional repertoire with knowledge of project management.

The CIPM® is the Generalist Credential and the MPM™ Masters Certification is available to those who have a college degree or complete the CIPM® program.

IPMC® GLOBAL
INTERNATIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT COMMISSION™

AAIPM
THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT AUTHORIZED TRAINING PARTNER
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MPM® Master Project Manager – Executive Standards Outline

Here are the TCO Terminal Course Objectives and Standards that the AAPM Board has Approved for MPM.

Successful Project Ingredients
1. The various views of success
2. Why projects fail
3. Factors critical to success
4. The Project Balance

Project Management Competencies
The nine management competencies - Integration/Scope/Time/Cost/Quality/ Human Resource/ Communications/Risk/Procurement Management

Project Organisation and Stakeholders
1. Project Stakeholders - Who are they?
2. Project Steering Committee
3. Project Sponsor
4. Customer Manager
5. Project Manager
6. Project Team
7. Roles and Responsibilities

Project Initiation
1. TOR Terms of Reference
2. Stakeholders and Success Criteria
3. Project Support Office
4. Project Finance/Budget
5. Change Control
6. Project File/Log
7. Quality Management
8. Risk/Issues Management
9. Legal/Security
10. Methodology/Tools
11. Organisational Structure
12. Team Briefing

Quality Management Techniques
1. What is Quality?
2. The Quality Plan
3. Quality Assurance reviews
4. Quality Control Reviews
5. Metrics
6. Quality Spheres
Risk and Issue Management

1. Definitions
2. The Nature of Risk
3. The four stages of Risk Management - Identification, Quantification, Response

Development, Response Control

Issue Management

Project Communications Planning

1. Outputs of Communication Management Plan
2. The Communications Cycle
3. The Who/Why/What/When of Communication
4. The Role of Communications during Change

Project Planning Methods

1. Initiating the Planning Process
2. Base Content
3. Estimating
4. Resource Levelling
5. Rolling Wave Plan
6. Outputs from Planning
7. Precedence Diagrams and Critical Path Analysis
8. Using the Network and Critical Path to manage the project

Project Control

1. The Control System
2. Monitoring Project Progress
3. Project Status Evaluation
4. Phase-end Reviews
5. Performance Reporting
6. Exception Planning
7. Identifying appropriate action

People Management

1. Motivation
2. Leadership
3. Delgation
4. Conflict
5. Discipline
6. Counselling
Financial Justification and Budgeting
1. Why have a Financial Case?
2. Costs - Capital/Operational
3. Benefits - Tangible/Intangible/Indeterminate
4. Cost Benefit Analysis
5. Discounted Cashflows
6. Net Present Value
7. Internal Rate of Return
8. Cost Budgeting
9. Cost Control
10. Updating the Cost Baseline
11. Gaining Approval
12. Payback Period
13. Return on Investment

Project Review and Recovery
Why/When carry out a Project Review
The Four Stage approach - Stop the Project, Overview, Detailed Study, Recovery

Actions to Take

Assertiveness and Negotiation
1. Personal Rights and Responsibilities
2. Aggressive/Passive/Assertive
3. How to behave Assertively
4. Overview of Negotiation
5. Preparing for Negotiation - Objective Setting, Ideal/Realistic/Fallback positions
6. Strengths/Weaknesses Matrix
7. Negotiation Tips
8. Closing/Agreement

Project Closure
1. Setting up Customer Communication Channels
2. Administrative Close-out
3. Project Review - Successes/Lessons Learnt
4. Product Review - Objectives achieved, Financials, Performance, Improvements?

Upon Meeting the standards of an approved program or course, the graduates would take the MPM Master Project Manager ® Exam to achieve the Masters Certification.
Anyone who provides false information to the AAPM or provides education and credentials in bad faith can be reported to the authorities or to their local authorities. We expect all information to be truthful and accurate under the digital signature act laws and through treaties and international law. A person can be expelled from the organization and have their name stricken from the record if providing false or misleading information regarding an application or any other issue.

*Anyone who provides false information to the AAPM or provides education and credentials in bad faith can be reported to the authorities or to their local authorities. We expect all information to be truthful and accurate under the digital signature act laws and through treaties and international law. A person can be expelled from the organization and have their name stricken from the record if providing false or misleading information regarding an application or any other issue.

AAPM® Global Board of Standards (Global Advisory Board and Hon. Advisors) - Professors, Doctors, and Experts  The AAPM™ Board is the Member, Certifying and Regulatory Body for AAPM™ Global Standards and Requirements

Chariman - Prof. Dr. George Mentz, JD, MBA, MPM®, CIPM® - Atty at Law - General Counsel USA - Author of the AAPM® Protocols of Management - *Past College Project Management and Business Mgt Faculty

- Dr. Cornell Collins, MBA, MSc, PhD, MPM®, CIPM®, IWWP, CPM, CAC: - Liguam Tech. (Bahamas)
- Dr. Allan Britton, PhD, MBA LLB (Hons) MPM® CHSIII, Darlington, United Kingdom UK
- Dr. Keith A. Moskowitz, PhD, MPM®, CIPM® - Scientist & Biochemist, Maryland USA
- Dr. L. Flegle, DBA, MPM®, CIPM® - 2004-07 (Board of Advisors) Atlanta, GA USA
- Prof. Dr. A. Mateas, MPM®, CIPM, PME - Physician and Researcher, New York USA
- Dr. Marc Brandone, PhD, MBA, MPM®, CIPM®, PMP™ - Consortium Mgr. - Siemans - Qatar
- Prof. Dr. Sean Patrick Rozario, DFA, MBA, MPM, MFP, FAD, CWM, MFC - Asia - Singapore
- Dr. James Wang, Secretary-General, CICA - Intl Dev. Commission, China
- Prof. Dr. Larry Beebe, PhD, MPM - Program Chair - Applied Mgt.
- Dr. Sammy Germany, PhD, MPM®, CIPM®, CRPM, CPE, MBA - Long Beach, CA, USA
- Prof. Dr. Yiwon Chay, PhD, MBus, MBA, BAcc (Hons), MFP, MPM®, FFM, MFC, RFS, CAM, FAD, CWM, CAM, CEC, CPA, CMLT, MBCS, CFTP – Spec. Adv. - Singapore and UK - Deloitte and Touche
- Dr. Lincoln B. S. Rosa, PhD, MPM® CompTIA ITProject+ SME, AAPM®, IEC Fellow, MCSE (Brazil)
- Dr. Ronnie L. Holmes, PhD, MPM®, CIPM® - Europe and USA (Honorary Board Advisor)
- Dr. Dimitrios S. Stamoulis, CEC, MPM®, Banking Executive & University lecturer, Athens, Greece.
- Dr. Christopher Lietz, PhD, MPM® - Canada (Honorary Board of Advisors)
- Prof. Raymond Tye M.Eng (elected) MBA MPM™, CIPM®, PME™ Board of Advisors (Australia)
- Brian M. Gielbeda, MS, MPM, PMP® - Senior Project Manager - Forrest Hills, New York USA
- Dr. Robert A. Marshall, Ph.D., MPM, RBA, PCRS - Atlanta, GA - USA and Asia - Global Advisor
- Dr. Derek J Lynn, Ph.D, MPM®, CSE, RPIH - Virginia, USA - Global Advisory Board
- Dr. Jorge Ayala-Cruz, Ph.D., MPMv, MBA, MS, PMP, CSCP, CML, CLA, CPIS - Puerto Rico, USA
- Dr. Mohammad Sadeanu, PhD, AAPM, MPM®, CEC, PRINCE2 Practitioner, PRINCE2 Foundation, Expertising PM, Brainbench PM S&T România
- Steven J. Ricks, MPM™, CIPM™, CPE™, PMP®, BS (Engineering, U.S. Military Academy, West Point, New York), - Chicago, USA - Executive Project Manager - *Global Advisor
- Prof. Dr. Dale Mancini, PhD, MPM® - Michigan, USA Project Management Executive
- Dr. Hilda J. Benberry, PhD, MPM®, CPM™ - Proj. Mgt. Exec. - Indianapolis, IN Hon. Global Advisor
- Dr. Demetri Leo, PhD, MPM®, CIPM® - Advisory Board - Moscow Russia
- Marco A. Lorenzo, MSc, CIPM - Architect - Spain EU - Hon. Global Advisor.
- Dr. Pui Wah Lee, PhD, MPM®, CIPM® - Senior Project Manager - Hong Kong, PRC - Global Advisor
- Dr. James L. Hoyt, MPM Master Project Manager - Troy University
- Prof. Dr. Ayman Rashid, B.Sc., M.Sc., PhD, MCSE, CIPM™ - Professor and Consultant - Egypt
- Prof. Dr. Ahmed Elragal, MPM, CEC, CIPM - Cairo, Egypt - Faculty of Mgt Tech - German Univ.
- Prof. Dr. John I. Kester Ph.D., CPC - Distinguished Professor in the Department of Engineering - Shaw University - NC, USA
- Dr. Ciro Martinez II, PhD, JD, LLM, MBA, MPM® MCP - CEC - USA - Global Advisor
- Prof. Dr. Fuad Abu-Saad, MScPM MBA, CIPM®, PMP, PGMP, PMI-RMP, PMI-SP, PMI-OPM3 A/C, - PMOC, PROJECT+, CDIA | General Manager Lebanon / Professional Services - Manager - Hon. Global Advisor
- Dr. Amro Taleb, DBA, CIPM®, CPMEE - Project Engineer Manager - Canada / Syria
- F. Mentz, MFP, MPM, CIPM®, CEC, MPM® (United States) (Board)
- Dr. Motsoatsoa Makoa, PhD, MPM™, CIPM®, SADC, South Africa - Waymark Infotech
- Dr. Zulkiflee Abdul-Samad, PhD, MScPM MBA, CIPM®, MPM®, PME, MAppMgt (Arch) B (Hons) QS, FAAPM - University of Malaya (UM), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, Project Management Faculty -
- Prof. Dr. Winston Awdzi, PhD, MPM® Professor of Management - Delaware State University
- Dr. Dean Gabriel Rovayo Vera, PhD, MBA, CIPM® - IDE Business School - Equador

*All are Hon. Global Advisors unless otherwise noted. AAPM® CEC Global [WWW.AAPM.INFO](http://WWW.AAPM.INFO)
AAPM ® Recognized Degree and Government Approved Educational Programs

The AAPM ® Accreditation Council recognizes the following Government Recognized programs as qualified educational providers. Over 30 AAPM Academy of Project Management Approved and Sanctioned Degree and Diploma Programs

Approved and Sanctioned Program - AAPM - East Coast, West Coast and South Coast Chapters.

*East Coast Chapter - Queens College – City University of New York - AAPM Qualified for MPM and CIPM Certification
Certificate in Project Management - The Project Management Professional credential recognizes demonstrated knowledge and skill in leading and directing project teams and in delivering project results within the constraints of schedule, budget and resources.
Queens College – City University of New York
65-30 Kissena Blvd, Kiely Hall 111J, Flushing, NY
Hours: (M-F) 9-5 | (Sat-Sun) Closed - Bldg: CEP Hall 2 (formerly Honor Center)
Phone: 718-997-4984 - Fax: 718-997-4986
www.qc.cuny.edu
For information about programs and courses, please contact:
The Office of Technology Training Center
(718) 997-4984
Emelda Geneta (email: emelda.geneta@qc.cuny.edu)
Deborah Faham (email: deborah.faham@qc.cuny.edu)
Ruby Chua, Director

West Coast Chapter
UCSC UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA - SILICON VALLEY (link to: www.ucsc-extension.edu)
10420 Bubb Road
Cupertino CA 95014
Phone: 408 861 3700
Email: program@ucsc-extension.edu
Degrees Offered: Graduate Certificate in Project & Program Management, Graduate Certificate in Advanced Project Management, degree credit toward Master of Science in Information Technology and in Project Management, and toward MBA
www.ucsc-extension.edu/ppm

*USA Southern Chapter
University of Atlanta – AAPM Qualified for MPM and CIPM Certification
University of Atlanta
Office of the University Provost and Dean of Faculty
Executive Vice President of Operations
6685 Peachtree Industrial Blvd
Atlanta, GA 30360 USA
404-424-8410
WEBSITE http://www.uofa.edu
1) MPM Master Project Manager Program UOA Link
2) CIPM Certified Intl. Project Manager Program Link

Arab Academy - Center for Certification - Middle East Recognized by the United Nations and Arab League
Cairo, Amman, Qatar, Bahrain - 17 Countries
http://aabfs.org

Other Recognized Programs and Degree Programs

Lignum Institute in the Bahamas
Bahamas Official AAPM Provider www.lignumtech.com

MALAYSIA Site: www.syseneg.net Inquiry : info@syseneg.net
Address: Level 36 Menara Citibank Jalan Ampang 50450 Kuala Lumpur MALAYSIA
Contact: Dr ZULKHERNAIN SHAMSUDDIN MBCS CITP, CPM, CPD, CIPM, MPM, CISM
Mobile : +6 012 2031617 Office: +6 03 21696128 email: zulkhermain@syseneg.net
INDIA - Orbit Group of Education
CEO - Pramod Kumar Singh, CEO & Advisor,
Shop No. 9-10, First floor, G.T. Shopping Plaza,
Lodhipara Chowk, Raipur, C.G. Pin 492001.
Phone: +91-0771-4028905, +91-93030-92995
Orbit Education http://orbiteducation.in/

South America - The Business School
AAPM Approved Courses for Certification and Advanced Diploma in Project Management. The program consists of seven modules and a Practicum which are completed over three semesters. Two modules respectively are completed for the first two semesters and the last three modules in the last semester. Location: Georgetown Guyana, Guyana

American Graduate University
Graduate Programs in Project Management and Acquisition Management
733 North Dodsworth Avenue
Covina, CA 91724-2499 USA
Phone Number: +626-966-4576
E-mail Address: Info@agu.edu
Degrees Offered: Master of Project Management

American InterContinental University Online - Project Management Degree Focus

Aspen University
501 South Cherry Street
Suite 350
Denver, CO 80246 USA
Degrees Offered: Certificate in Project Management, MBA, MBA Project Management, MBA Information Management, Master of Science in Information Technology, Master of Science in Information Management.

Brandeis University
Office of Continuing Studies
P.O. Box 549110
MS 084
Waltham, MA 02454-9110
Degrees Offered: Various PM Programs

Capella University
222 South 9th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402
Phone: 1-888-CAPELLA or +612-659-8650
Degrees Offered: MS in IT in Project Management and Leadership

City University
11900 NE 1st St.
Bellevue, WA 98005
Phone Number: 1-800-426-5596
E-mail Address: pminfo@cityu.edu
Degrees Offered: Various PM Programs

Colorado Technical University
Department of Management
4435 N. Chestnut Street
Colorado Springs, CO. 80907 USA
Phone Number: +719-598-0200
E-mail Address: ctucos@coloradotech.edu
Degrees Offered: Various Project Management Programs

Desales University
MBA Office
Allentown College Saint Francis de Sales
MBA Program
2755 Station Avenue
Center Valley, PA 18034-9568 USA
Phone Number: 1-888-MBA-Excel
Degrees Offered: MBA Program in Project Management
Florida Institute of Technology
School of Extended Graduate Studies
150 W. University Blvd.
Melbourne, FL 32901
Phone: +321-674-8880
Fax: +321-951-7694
Degrees Offered: MS: Project Management

George Washington University
The George Washington University
School of Business and Public Management
2115 G Street, NW, Monroe Hall, 302
Washington, DC 20052
E-Mail: vsa@gwu.edu
Phone Number: 1-888-388-6656 or +202-994-6122
Degrees Offered: M.S.P.M. Master in Project Management

Georgetown University
School of Continuing Studies
Box 571006
Washington, DC 20057
(202) 687-8700
Certificate in Proj. Mgt approved for AAPM MPM.
Or: Georgetown Center for Continuing and Professional Education
3101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 200
Arlington, VA 22201
(202) 687-7000

Keller Graduate School of Management
Master of Project Management
One Tower Lane
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181 USA
Phone Number: 1-800-225-8000 or +630-571-7700
E-mail Address: jmiller@keller.edu
Degrees Offered: Masters in Project Management

Jones International University
9697 East Mineral Avenue
Englewood, CO 80112 USA
Phone Number: 800.811.5663 x 8244 or +303.784.8244
E-mail Address: jdorris@international.edu
Degrees Offered: MBA in Project Management

Naval Postgraduate School
Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
555 Dyer Road
Monterey, CA 93943-5103
Phone Number: +831-656-2775
Degrees Offered: Master of Science in Program Management, Master of Science in Contract Management

New Jersey Institute of Technology
University Heights
Newark, New Jersey 07102-1982
Phone Number: +973-596-3000
Degrees Offered: M.S. in Engineering Management with Project Management specialization.

Northwestern University
Northwestern University
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science
Evanston, IL 60208-3109 USA
Degree Offered: Master of Science in Project Management with specializations in A/E/C Business Management, Construction Management, Environmental Management, and Infrastructure Management

Regis University
School of Professional Studies
Distance Education Programs
3333 Regis Boulevard
Mail Code L-16
Denver, CO 80221-1099 USA
Phone Number: 1-800-677-9480 or +303-458-4080
E-mail Address: online_ed@regis.edu
Degree Offered: Online Masters in Project Leadership and Mgt. and Certificate in Project Management.
Saint Mary’s University of Minnesota
Twin Cities Campus
School of Graduate & Special Programs
2500 Park Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55404-4403 USA
Phone Number: 1-866-437-2788 OR 612-874-9877
Fax Number: 612-728-5121
E-mail Address: GELLIS@SMUMN.EDU
Degrees Offered: Various PM Related Degrees

Thomas Edison State College
101 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08608
E-mail Address: graduatestudies@tesc.edu
Certificate - Graduate Certificate in Project Management
Degrees Offered: Master of Science in Management in Project Management

University of Alaska, Anchorage
School of Engineering
3211 Providence Dr.
Anchorage, AK 99508-8096 USA
Phone Number: +907-786-1862
Fax: (907)786-1079
E-mail Address: afjwr@uaa.alaska.edu
Degrees Offered: Various PM Degrees

University of Central Florida
Department of Industrial Engineering & Management Systems
4600 Central Florida Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32816, USA
Degrees Offered: Graduate Cert in Project Management

University of Houston
College of Technology
4800 Calhoun Road
Houston, Texas 77204, USA
Phone: +713-743-4098
Email address: hverhasselt@uh.edu
Degrees Offered: Master of Science Degree in Technology Project Management

University of Atlanta
6685 Peachtree Industrial Blvd
Atlanta, GA 30360 USA
770-368-8877
http://www.uofa.edu

University of Management And Technology
1925 North Lynn Street Third Floor
Arlington, VA 22209 USA
Phone Number: +703-516-0035
E-mail Address: info@umtweb.edu
Degrees Offered: M.B.A.; Ph.D. in Management

University of Maryland
A.J. Clark School of Engineering
1168 Glenn L. Martin Hall
College Park Maryland, 20742 USA
For information contact Al Santos at asantos@eng.umd.edu
Degrees Offered: MS/PH.D. for Project Management

University of Phoenix
Phoenix Campus Certificate Programs
4635 East Elwood Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85040, USA
Phone Number: +480-966-7400
Degrees Offered: Project Management; ISO9000; OSHA Regulatory Compliance
University of Scranton
Center for Continuing Education
St. Thomas Hall
Harper-McGinnis Wing
Scranton, Pennsylvania 18510-4639, USA
Phone Number: +570-941-7582
E-mail Address: falbos1@uofs.edu
Degrees Offered: Master’s Certificates

The University of Texas At Dallas
Executive Education Program
P.O. Box 830688
HH 15 Richardson, TX 75083-0688 USA
Phone Number: +972-883-2652
Degrees Offered: Certificate in Project Management, MS in Management with PM emphasis, MBA with PM emphasis, Campus and Online delivery options.
Internet: http://som.utdallas.edu/executive/exec_proj_mgmt/exec_proj_mgmt_welcome.htm

University of Wisconsin-Madison
School of Business
David Antonioni, Ph.D
Director of Leadership Development Program
Director of Project Management Programs
Professor of Management in Executive Education
608-441-7305
“Degrees Offered: Master’s Certificate”
http://uwleadership.com
http://uwprojectmanagement.com

The University of Wisconsin- Platteville
1 University Plaza
Platteville, WI 53818-3099 USA
Phone Number: 1-800-362-5460 or +608-342-1468
E-mail Address: disted@uwplatt.edu
Degrees Offered: Master of Science in Project Management

Western Carolina University
Online Masters Program of Project Management
PM Education Online
138 Outreach Center
Cullowhee, NC 28723 USA
Phone Number: +828-227-7397
E-mail Address: mpm_online@wcu.edu
Degrees Offered: Master of Project Management (totally on line), Online Professional Project Management Certificate and PMP Prep and Custom Designed Corporate Education.

Wright State University
College of Business and Administration
110 Rike Hall
3640 Colonel Glenn Highway
Dayton, OH 45435-0001
Degrees Offered: MBA with a concentration in Project Management

SCHOOLS OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Aberdeen University
Masters Degree in Project Management
Department of Engineering
King’s College
Aberdeen
AB24 3PX
U.K.

Athabasca University
Centre for Innovative Management
#301 - 22 Sir Winston Churchill Ave.
St. Albert, AB T8N 1B4
CANADA
Phone Number: +780-459-1144, +800-561-4650
Fax Number: +780-459-2093, +800-561-4660
E-mail: cimoffice@athabascau.ca
Degrees Offered: MBA in Project Management
**Australian Defense Force Academy**  
(University College, University of New South Wales)  
Project Management Programme  
School of Civil Engineering  
Australian Defense Force Academy  
Northcott Drive  
Campbell, ACT 2600  
Australia  
Phone Number: +61 2 6268 8335  
E-mail: a.white@adfa.edu.au  
Degrees Offered: Various PM Degrees

**Cranfield University**  
Cranfield School of Management  
Admissions Officer  
Cranfield, Bedfordshire MK43 OAL England, U.K.  
Phone Number: +011-44-1234-751122  
E-mail Address: m.williams@cranfield.ac.uk  
Degrees Offered: Various PM Degrees

**Curtin University of Technology**  
School of Architecture, Construction & Planning  
GPO Box U 1987  
Perth 6845 Western Australia  
Phone Number: +61 8 9266 2712  
Fax Number: +61 8 9266 2711  
E-mail Address: enquiry@arch.curtin.edu.au  
Degrees Offered: Diploma, and M.S. in Project Management

**Isae/Fgv- Instituto Superior De Administracao E Economia Do Mercosul**  
Av. Comendador Franco, 1341  
Jardim Botanico-Curitiba-Parana- 80215-090 BRAZIL  
Phone Number: +55-41-218-7711  
Degrees Offered: Executive Master Business Administration of Project Management, MBA Executive of Team Management

**ISGI- LILLE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT- ISO 9001 Vers. 2000 Certified**  
ISGI – Lille Graduate School of Management  
Avenue Willy Brandt  
59777 Euralille- France  
Phone Number: +33-3-20-21-59-72 or +33-6-09-64-25-97 (mobile)  
E-mail Address: c.bredillet@esc-lille.fr  
Degrees Offered: Various Masters and Other PM Degrees

**Lancaster University**  
Department of Engineering  
Electronic and Mechanical Engineering  
Postgraduate Studies  
Lancaster, LA1 4YW ENGLAND, UK  
Phone Number: +011-44-1524-592037  
E-mail Address: intoffice@lancaster.ac.uk  
Degrees Offered: Various PM Degrees

**Lancaster University**  
Project Management Division  
Lancaster University Management School  
Lancaster, LA1 4YX  
ENGLAND, UK  
Phone Number: +011-44-1524-593418  
Fax: +011-44-1524-594036  
E-mail Address: intoffice@lancaster.ac.uk  
Degrees Offered: MSc Project-Based Management (full-time), MSc Project Management (work based), MSc Project Management (research based), MSc Engineering Project Management (work based), Postgraduate Diploma in Project Management (work based), Certificate in Project Management.
Linköping University, Sweden - IMIE
International Graduate School of Management and Industrial Engineering
PMEX
Project Management Executive Master Program
Linköping University
581 83 SWEDEN
Phone number + 46 13 28 10 00
E-mail address: jonas.soderlund@eki.liu.se
Degrees Offered: Masters in Project Management
Course language: English. Participants come from all over the world. Number of participants: 24 per year. Part-time program.

National University of Singapore
School of Design and Environment
4 Architecture Drive
Singapore 117566
Phone number: +68743413
E-mail address: bdgtanw@nus.edu.sg
Degrees Offered: Masters of Science (Project Management)

Queensland University of Technology
School of Construction Management and Property
2 George Street
GPO Box 2434
Brisbane Qld 4001 - Australia
Phone Number: +61-7-3864 2678
Fax Number: +61-7-3864 1170
Email Address: s.cook@qut.edu.au
Degrees Offered: Masters of Project Management, Graduate Diploma in Project Management

Rmit University
Department of Building and Construction Economics
GPO Box 2476V
Melbourne, Vic 3001
Australia
Phone: +61-3-9925-2230
Fax: +61-3-9925-1939
Email: derek.walker@rmit.edu.au
Internet for the DPM http://dhtw.tce.rmit.edu.au/pmgt/dpm.htm
Degrees Offered: Doctor of Project Management, Masters of Project Management, Graduate Diploma in Project Management

UNITEC Institute of Technology
Faculty of Architecture and Design
PO Box 92025
Auckland
New Zealand
Phone: +64-9-815-4321
Fax: +64-9-846-7369
Email: pquinnell@unitec.ac.nz
Degrees Offered: Master of Project Management with exit qualifications of Post Graduate Diploma in Project Management and Post Graduate Certificate in Project Management.

Universidad Para La Cooperacion Internacional/University For International Cooperation
Latin American Program for Project Management
Apto. Postal 504-2050
San José
Costa Rica
Phone Number: +506 2836464
E-mail Address: info@uci.ac.cr or uci@uci.ac.cr
Degrees Offered: Masters in Project Management & Specialized courses

Universite Du Quebec En Abitibi-Temiscamingue
445, boul de l’Université
Rouyn-Noranda PQ, J9X 5E4
CANADA
Phone Number: +819-762-0971
E-mail: registraire@uqat.uquebec.ca
Degrees Offered: Master Degree in Project Management
Université Du Québec à Chicoutimi
555, boul. de l'Université
Chicoutimi PQ, G7H 2B1
CANADA
Phone Number: +418-545-5011
E-mail: regist@uqac.uquebec.ca
Degrees Offered: Master Degree in Project Management

Université Du Québec à Hull
International Business Project Management
C.P. 1250 Succursale B
Hull, PQ J8X 3X7 CANADA
Phone Number: +819-595-3900
E-mail Address: registraire@uqah.uquebec.ca
Degrees Offered: PM Masters Degree

Université Du Québec à Montréal
Ecole des Sciences de la Gestion
315, rue Sainte-Catherine est
C.P. 6192, succ. Centre-ville
Montréal PQ, H3C 4R2
CANADA
Phone Number: +514-987-4276
E-mail: admission@uqam.ca
Degrees Offered: PM Master Degree

Université Du Québec à Rimouski
300, allée des Ursulines
Rimouski PQ, G5L 3A1
CANADA
Phone Number: +418-724-1433
E-mail: admission@uqar.uquebec.ca
Degrees Offered: Master Degree in Project Management

Université Du Québec à Trois-Rivières
3351, boul. des Forges
Trois-Rivières, PQ, G9A 5H7
CANADA
Phone Number: +819-376-5011
E-mail: registraire@uqtr.uquebec.ca
Internet: www.uqtr.uquebec.ca
Degrees Offered: Master Degree in Project Management

University of Bradford
Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities
Development and Project Planning
International Liaison, Richmond Road
Bradford, BD7 1DP ENGLAND, UK
Phone Number: +011-44-1274-233023
E-mail Address: pg.admissions@bradford.ac.uk
Degrees Offered: Various PM Related Masters Degrees

University of Calgary
Department of Civil Engineering
Project Management
2500 University Drive NW
Calgary, AB T2N 1N4
CANADA
Phone Number: +403-220-4816
E-mail Address: eales@ucalgary.ca
Degrees Offered: Various PM Masters Degrees

University of Leeds
School of Engineering
Leeds, LS2 9JT UK
Degrees Offered: MSc in Engineering Project Management

University of Limerick
College of Business
Business Programmes and Project Management Programs
Admissions Office
Limerick, Ireland
Phone Number: 011+353-61-333644
E-mail Address: Admissions@ul.ie
University of Manchester Institute of Science And Technology
PO Box 88
Manchester M60 1QD UK
Phone Number: 011- 44-161 2363311
Degree Offered: Msc. in Management of Projects, Commercial Project Management, Construction Project Management, and Engineering Project Management.
Internet: www.umist.ac.uk

University of Portsmouth
Centre of Project and Quality Management
CPQM, Furze Lane
Southsea, Hampshire, PO4 8LW UK
Phone Number: 011+44-1705-844600
E-mail Address: Rebecca.Waddington@port.ac.uk
Degrees Offered: PgC, PgD; MSc Project Management.

The Bartlett School of Graduate Studies
University College London
Phillips House, Gower Street
London WC1E 6BT
Phone Number: +44-020 7391 1738
Fax Number: +44-020 7813 2837
E-mail Address: bartlett.pgclerk@ucl.ac.uk
Degrees Offered: M.Sc. in Project Management Program.

The University of Queensland
Master of Project Management and Graduate Diploma in Project Management
School of Business
St Lucia, Queensland - 4072 Australia
Country: Australia
Prof Clive M. J. Warren
Work Phone: +61 733744242
http://www.gpa.uq.edu.au/programs/ProjMan/

University of Southern Queensland
Project Management Program
Australian Graduate School of Business
University of Southern Queensland
Toowoomba
Queensland 4350 Australia
Phone Number: +61 7 4631 2961
E-mail Address: business.postgrad@usq.edu.au
Internet:

University of Sydney
Project Management Programme
Department of Civil Engineering
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006, Australia
Phone Number: +61-2-9351-3672

University of Technology, Sydney
Project Management Program Masters
PO Box 123
Broadway NSW 2007
Australia
Phone Number: +61-2-9514-8723
E-mail Address: Deepak.Bajaj@uts.edu.au

U.S. Department of Interior - Graduate University
Graduate Programs in Project Management and Acquisition Management
If you pass the graduate program sponsored by the government, you are immediately eligible for the MPM Master Project Manager Certification.
AAPM ® American Academy of Project Management ® Global Recognition

LINKS, REFERENCES AND RECOGNITION OF AAPM AND IPMC BOARDS

AAPM ®/IPMC Board ™ is Recognized Globally


AAPM is recognized globally. We are the 1st graduate organization in the world for Project Managers where we offer Board Certification in several key fields. Led by our Global Board of Standards that are professors, experts, scientists, and PhDs from around the world, the AAPM is a truly international organization that requires college education and experience.

The AAPM offers graduate training in over 20 countries working in conjunction with accredited and leading education and training providers around the world.

- Recognized in the USA New York Times - Online Project Management Certification Reference Authority Section Each Year for over 5 Years.
- Recognized University of California - Legal Alliance with Univ. of California Silicon Valley with Chapter Authority to University of California
- Recognized by the City University of New York Queens College
- United Nations Civil Society Registered and Disclosed as a Board of Standards
- US Department of Education Disclosed and Transparent International Board of Standards Government Websites on Professional Organizations
- US Department of Labor - Certification Listings - Career Voyages.gov
- AABFS Arab Academy of Banking and Financial Services
- Arab League of States via the AABFS
- IIFM The Indian Institute for Financial Management
- International Board of Standards
- Member of the ANSI American National Standards Institute
- ACCE The African Economists Association
- EFI The Egyptian Finance Institute
- LAC The Latin American Capitulo
- The Royal Society of Fellows
- Official Project Management Certifications from About.Com
- UCSC University of California Chapter - Silicon Valley - University of California
- DOL Dept of Education Listings - Link
- Government of India - Presidential Advisors Recognition
- NBEA National Business Education Association NBEA
- IMA International Business Academy
- NASA Recommended Resources
- PMQ PM Qualifications Authority
- ISBE International Society of Business Education
- Project Management & Program Management Authority University of California System
- AAFM American Academy of Financial Management™
- Institute of Certified E-Commerce Consultants™
- Graduate Board of Management - Cross Recognition
- Yahoo Finance
- New York Times ®
- International Certifications Council
- PM Qualifications Directory